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Abstract:
A primary way that phenotypic evolution of body form is assessed is through comparisons of geometric
differences in homologous regions of the body. However, translating geometric measurements of
difference among anatomies into perspectives on biodiversity, disparity and evolutionary rates is typically
complicated by the incomplete and/or subjective nature of correspondences used to measure geometric
differences.
We present computational methods that register samples of 3D digital models of bones to a common
template. The use of a common template means that discrete landmarks can be distilled and analyzed
according to any method used with conventional landmarks. We demonstrate two different approaches to
registering digital models, one in which correspondences are determined among evenly spread surface
landmarks, and another in which correspondences are determined from pre-populated landmark samples
emulating traditional type II and III landmarks. Which of these two approaches is more appropriate for a
given study and sample depends on a number of kinds of logistical and theoretical considerations. Finally,
we present a non-landmark-based approach to shape comparison enabled by these methods.
All of the methods discussed here use an alignment method called ‘auto3dgm’ as their foundation. Though
auto3dgm has existed since 2015, computational bottlenecks to its use on full-size research samples have
hindered its utility and adoption. As part of this work, we refactored auto3dgm in Python and parallelized
its computations achieving reductions in computation time by 30-100 fold. The Python application of
auto3dgm is publicly available for use. Some of the downstream techniques are available as matlab
routines that can be provided upon request. We hope these methods can help facilitate larger scale, more
data driven investigations into phenotypic diversity.
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